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To investigate the optimal longitudinal seismic energy dissipation system of straddle-type monorail-cum-road long-span cable-
stayed bridges, the Niutianyang Bridge was selected as the engineering background, and the explicit time-domain dimension-
reduced iteration method was adopted to carry out nonlinear time-history analysis. To consider the dynamic characteristics of
longitudinal movable supports, the static and dynamic responses of four kinds of energy dissipation systems were studied,
including longitudinal unconstrained, elastic cable, viscous damper, and speed lock-up devices.+e damping effect of four types of
schemes in which viscous dampers were installed at piers or towers was analysed, and the parameters of the viscous dampers were
optimised. +e influences of the straddle-type monorail train braking force and the running vibration of the straddle-type
monorail traffic on the parameters of the viscous dampers were analysed.+is study shows that the viscous damper system had the
lowest bending moment at the bottom of the tower and a smaller displacement response, and the energy dissipation was the best.
Each viscous damper had the highest energy dissipation efficiency when they are installed only at the main tower. +e damping
effect was better when the damping coefficient c ranged from 3500 to 5000 kN·(m/s)− α and the velocity exponent α ranged from
0.35 to 0.5. +e static friction of the straddle-type monorail-cum-road long-span cable-stayed bridge support can resist the trains’
braking force, and the parameters of the viscous damper can be selected regardless of train braking. A suitably large value of
velocity exponent αmay be required to increase the working velocity of the viscous damper to reduce the damper’s participation in
the process of the train crossing the bridge.

1. Introduction

Straddle-type monorail-cum-road bridges fulfil the func-
tions of highway and monorail traffic on a single bridge,
which can save bridge resources, reduce engineering in-
vestment, reduce the impact of bridges on the water envi-
ronment [1], and afford greater environmental protection.
In addition to these advantages, the structural features of
straddle-type monorail-cum-road long-span cable-stayed
bridges such as tower height, pile length, and weak damping
make their seismic response relatively unfavourable [2], and
these special bridges are generally located at key positions of
the route. +eir destruction in the earthquake can lead to
traffic disruption, hinder rescue work, and cause huge losses

of economic and life. Compared with highway cable-stayed
bridges, straddle-type monorail-cum-road cable-stayed
bridges also shoulder the special responsibility of ensuring
the safety of trains, so a mean to ensure the safety of the
structure under the action of large earthquakes and to ensure
the safety of trains is a problem that engineers have always
found difficult [3].

Many scholars have studied energy dissipation systems
and the parameter optimisation problems of highway or
railway cable-stayed bridges. +e control objective of cable-
stayed bridges with a partially longitudinal constraint system
is to yield maximum reductions in the base forces of bridge
towers that are longitudinally restricted with the bridge deck
[4]. +e dynamic responses of cable-stayed bridges depend
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largely on the connections between towers and beams [5–7].
During seismic excitations, the tower beam consolidation
system can reduce the longitudinal displacements of the
beam end and the top of the tower, but the internal forces of
the tower will increase significantly. +e floating system is
completely unconstrained between the tower beams, and
although the internal force responses of the towers are small,
the main girder and the top of the tower will undergo a large
longitudinal displacement. A semifloating system with the
vertical support between the tower and the girder is more
often used in such projects, and the structural response is
reduced with the addition of suitable longitudinal restraint
devices [8–11]. In addition, few studies have examined the
energy dissipation systems of rail-cum-road cable-stayed
bridges. +e viscous damper system is an ideal structural
seismic system [2, 12]. +e damper’s degree of participation
while a train is braking can be adjusted by designing the
velocity exponent of the viscous damper [3, 13]. A hybrid
control scheme that includes a magnetorheological damper
and a liquid viscous damper can also be used; when the
earthquake occurs, the main beam’s longitudinal vibration
response is mainly suppressed by the liquid viscous damper,
and when the train brakes, it is mainly suppressed by the
magnetorheological damper [14]. +e collapse process and
failure mechanism of rail-cum-road cable-stayed bridges
have been studied under strong seismic excitations [15]. +e
effects of uniform temperature changes on the seismic re-
sponses of a cable-stayed bridge have also been discussed
[16].

Some studies have examined the interaction of monorail
trains, earthquakes, and bridges. Kim et al. [17, 18] studied
the seismic responses of a monorail bridge involving the
train-bridge interaction. Lee et al. [19] analysed the traffic-
induced dynamic responses of a monorail steel bridge and
train. Wang et al. [20] analysed the dynamic responses of a
monorail bridge-vehicle coupling system on the effects of
speed and three kinds of loads and various radii of curvature
on the dynamic responses of the monorail bridge-vehicle
coupling system. However, these studies focused mainly on
single-track beam bridges, not on large-span complex
bridges with track beams installed.

Unlike ordinary railways, the maximum running speed
of a straddle-type monorail train is generally less than
80 km/h. So, the speed is low, and the train grouping is
generally nomore than six vehicles.+erefore, the total mass
is low, and the train’s dynamic response differs greatly from
that of ordinary trains [21, 22]. +us, the research results for
the energy dissipation system with monorail bridges and
ordinary railway cable-stayed bridges are not fully adapted
to straddle-type monorail-cum-road long-span cable-stayed
bridges, which require further study.

To examine the longitudinal seismic energy dissipation
system of straddle-type monorail-cum-road long-span ca-
ble-stayed bridges, in this study, Niutianyang Bridge is used
as the actual engineering background andANSYS software is
used to establish a finite element model. And, an explicit
time-domain dimension-reduced iteration method is
adopted to study the difficult key issues of longitudinal
seismic energy dissipation systems, such as the optimal

selection of longitudinal seismic energy dissipation systems,
the setting of the viscous damper position, the optimisation
of the viscous damper parameters, and the effect of straddle-
type monorail traffic braking and running vibration on the
selection of viscous damper parameters.

2. Niutianyang Bridge

Niutianyang Bridge, which is the key part of the Niutianyang
Expressway project in Shantou city (Figure 1), is a long-span
double-tower three-span cable-stayed bridge currently un-
der construction over the Rongjiang River in South China.
+e bridge span is 77.5 + 166.1 + 468 + 166.1 + 77.5�

955.2m. +e auxiliary pier is designed to increase the main
span’s stiffness. +e main towers are diamond-shaped
concrete bridge towers. A single tower is arranged with
4×15 cables, and the bridge adopts a semifloating system.

Figure 2 shows a standard cross section of a steel truss
girder. +e bridge adopts a plan of co-construction of a
straddle-type monorail-cum-road: the upper deck handles
six lanes of two-way automobile traffic and the lower deck is
a two-line straddle-type monorail. +e width and height of
the steel truss girder are 37.4m and 12.4m, respectively. +e
straddle-type monorail track beam adopts a continuous
structure of a steel rail beam, and the standard section length
is 15.1m, which is arranged above the lower chord beam of
the main bridge steel truss girder.

Each main tower has three cross beams and rises to a
height of 182.9m, as shown in Figure 3. +e main tower
foundation adopts bored piles, and 40 variable-section piles
of φ3.0m to φ2.5m are arranged under each pile cap,
designed as end-bearing piles. +e plane of the main tower
cap is a round-end dumbbell type, and the plane profile of
the entire cap is 75m (transverse)× 33m (longitudinal).

3. Analysis Theory, Finite Element Model, and
Seismic Excitations

3.1. Analysis -eory. To improve the efficiency of compu-
tational analysis and reduce the calculation time, seismic
response analysis has been carried out with the explicit time-
domain dimension-reduced iteration method proposed by
Su and his coauthors; the main theory can be found in
references [23–25].

+e equivalent excitation vector Fj at time instant tj is
associated with the ground motion acceleration Xj and the
velocity vector _UD,j of the nodes of damping at the same
time instant. +e explicit expression of the structural re-
sponse at each time instant can be rewritten as

Vi � Ai,0F0 X0,
_UD,0  + Ai,1F1 X1,

_UD,1  + · · · + Ai,i− 1Fi− 1

· Xi− 1,
_UD,i− 1  + Ai,iFi Xi,

_UD,i , i � 1, 2, . . . , l,

(1)

where the coefficient matrices Ai,j (j � 0, 1, . . . , i) can be
arranged in the form as shown in Table 1, which indicates
that only the coefficient matricesAi,0 andAi,1 (i � 1, 2, . . . , l)

in the first two columnsmust be calculated and stored, whilst
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the other coefficient matrices in the remaining columns can
be obtained directly from those in the second column.

To improve the efficiency of nonlinear iteration, Vi in
equation (1) can be divided into two parts with the advantage
of explicit representation of the state vector. +e first part is
_UD,i, which is the only part associated with the nonlinear
portion of the damping forces, and the other part can be
denoted byVR,i, which is the remainder ofVi except for _UD,i.
Correspondingly, equation (1) can be divided into two parts
as equations (2) and (3):
_UD,i � AD

i,0F0 X0,
_UD,0  + AD

i,1F1 X1,
_UD,1  + · · · + AD

i,i− 1Fi− 1

· Xi− 1,
_UD,i− 1  + AD

i,iFi Xi,
_UD,i , i � 1, 2, . . . , l,

(2)

VR,i � AR
i,0F0 X0,

_UR,0  + AR
i,1F1 X1,

_UR,1  + · · · + AR
i,i− 1Fi− 1

· Xi− 1,
_UR,i− 1  + AR

i,iFi Xi,
_UR,i , i � 1, 2, . . . , l,

(3)

where AD
i,j and A

R
i,j consist of the rows simply extracted from

Ai,j with respect to _UD,i and VR,i, respectively.
It can be observed from equation (2) that the nonlinear

iteration can now be carried out focusing only on _UD,i. Once

_UD,i is known, the other responses in VR,i can be obtained
directly using equation (3) with no further iteration.

Note that, for the purpose of structural design, not all
structural responses are required, and only a certain number
of critical responses require focus. In other words, if di-
mension-reduced calculation of responses can be conducted
in this process, the efficiency for the analysis will be further
enhanced. Obviously, the explicit formulation for VR,i
shown in equation (3) can meet this requirement. Suppose
that si is a critical response component of interest in VR,i.
From equation (3), si can then be directly obtained as

si � as
i,0F0 X0,

_UD,0  + as
i,1F1 X1,

_UD,1  + · · · + as
i,i− 1Fi− 1

· Xi− 1,
_UD,i− 1  + as

i,iFi Xi,
_UD,i , i � 1, 2, . . . , l,

(4)

where as
i,j is the corresponding row vector of

AR
i,j (j � 1, 2, . . . , i) with respect to si.
In summary, with the use of the time-domain explicit

expressions of responses shown in equation (1), dimension-
reduced analysis can be easily conducted in the process of
time-history analysis of the damping structure equipped
with damping devices, including the dimension-reduced
iteration solution for the velocity components of the nodes
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Figure 1: Elevation layout of Niutianyang Bridge (unit: m).
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of the damping devices using equation (2) and then the
dimension-reduced calculation for the other critical re-
sponses concerned using equation (4). +e above procedure
is particularly suitable for time-history analysis of structures
with local nonlinearities, and the computational cost is
significantly lower than that of the traditional nonlinear
time-history analysis methods.

+emethod uses the established structural finite element
model to perform time-history analysis under the action of
half-triangle and full-triangle unit pulse ground motion
acceleration, obtains the coefficient vector of the seismic
excitations’ effect at each time point, and establishes the
explicit expression of the structural dynamic response. A
self-made MATLAB program is then used to complete the
structural calculation and statistical analysis of the results
based on the explicit expression of the dynamic response.

3.2. Finite Element Model. A finite element model of Niu-
tianyang Bridge was established using the general-purpose
finite element software ANSYS, and five spans of the ap-
proach bridge models were also established on each side to
consider their influences on the dynamic characteristics of
the main bridge. +e finite element model of Niutianyang
Bridge is shown in Figure 4. +e x-axis lies in the longi-
tudinal direction, the y-axis lies in the transverse bridge
direction, and the z-axis lies in the vertical bridge direction.
+ree-dimensional beam elements are used to model the
main girder trusses and the main towers. +e shell elements
are used to simulate the highway steel bridge deck and the
lower main tower which is a single-box three-room section,
and the link elements are used to simulate the stay cables.
+e entire model consists of 7,378 elements.

According to the Chinese highway bridge design spec-
ification “Specifications for Design of Highway Reinforced
Concrete and Prestressed Concrete Bridges and Culverts”
(JTG 3362-2018), the material parameters in the finite ele-
ment model are as follows: the main beam steel of the main
bridge: the elastic modulus is 2.00×105MPa, Poisson’s ratio
is 0.3, the density is 7,850 kg/m3, and the thermal expansion
coefficient is 0.000012; the cable steel: the elastic modulus is
2.05×105MPa, Poisson’s ratio is 0.3, the density of the cable
steel is 7,850 kg/m3, and the thermal expansion coefficient is
0.000012; the reinforced concrete of the main tower, pier,
and main beam of the approach bridge: elastic modulus is
3.45×104MPa, Poisson’s ratio is 0.2, density is 2600 kg/m3,
and thermal expansion coefficient is 0.000010.

+e effects of the pile foundation were simulated by
adding spring stiffness in six directions at the bottom of the
cap of the main tower. +e spring stiffness was determined
by the static equivalent principle according to the condition
of the soil layer and the arrangement of the piles. +e effects
of the second-stage dead load on the structure’s dynamic
characteristics were considered, the second-stage dead load
is 2.86 kN/m2 and is applied to the steel bridge deck, and the
load is converted into structural quality when the dynamic
characteristics are calculated. +e bridge’s completion state
was obtained via the analysis in which geometric nonlinear
effects, including the large displacement, stress-stiffening
effects under the dead load of the bridge, and the P-△ effect
of the tower and pier, were taken into consideration.

+e nonlinear behavior of cables which simulated by link
elements is considered from Chinese highway bridge design
specification “Guidelines for Design of Highway Cable-
Stayed Bridges” (JTG/T D65-01-2007, Section 6.2.4), the
elastic modulus of the stay cable is modified by the Ernst
formula. +e formula is shown as equation (5). In the finite
element model, the nonlinear analysis of the stay cable is
realized through changing the elastic modulus of the stay
cable by updating the cable tension stress:

E �
E0

1 + (cS cos α)2 / 12σ3( ) E0
, (5)

where E is the converted elastic modulus of the stay cable
considering the influence of the slack of cable, E0 is the
elastic modulus of the steel of the stay cable, c is the cable
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Figure 3: Elevation of main tower (unit: m).

Table 1: Coefficient matrices for each time instant.

Time instant
Coefficient matrix

F0 F1 F2 F3 . . . Fl− 2 Fl− 1 Fl
t1 A1,0 A1,1
t2 A2,0 A2,1 A1,1
t3 A3,0 A3,1 A2,1 A1,1

tl− 2 Al− 2,0 Al− 2,1 Al− 2,2 Al− 2,3 . . . A1,1
tl− 1 Al− 1,0 Al− 1,1 Al− 1,2 Al− 1,3 . . . A2,1 A1,1
tl Al,0 Al,1 Al,2 Al,3 . . . A3,1 A2,1 A1,1
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weight per unit volume, S is the length of the stay cable, α is
the angle between the stay cable and the horizontal line, and
σ is the cable tension stress.

+e MIDAS CIVIL-FEM was also established for the
calculation of the ultimate limit state of the load capacity of
the main bridge, as shown in Figure 5. +e dynamic
characteristics of the completion state of the Niutianyang
Bridge by ANSYS-FEM and MIDAS CIVIL-FEM are both
listed in Table 2. +e main dynamic characteristics obtained
by the two different software FEM are very close, indicating
the correctness of the finite element models. +e first four-
order modes of the Niutianyang Bridge are shown in
Figure 6.

3.3. Seismic Excitation. According to the “Seismic Safety
Evaluation Report of Niutianyang Expressway Engineering
Site,” in the seismic response analysis, the ground acceleration
response spectrum with the exceedance probability of 4% in
100 years was taken as the horizontal seismic excitation. +e
vertical seismic excitation is two-thirds of the horizontal
seismic excitation. +e horizontal design acceleration re-
sponse spectrum is shown in the following equation:

Sa(T) �

SAmax(0.4 + 6.0T), 0 s≤T< 0.1 s,

SAmax, 0.1 s≤T<Tg,

SAmax
Tg

T
 

c

, Tg ≤T< 10 s,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

where SAmax is the maximum value of the horizontal design
acceleration response spectrum of the site, Tg is the char-
acteristic period, and c is the index; and the values of this
bridge are 1.05 g, 0.85 s, and 1.0, respectively.

+e ground motion acceleration time history of the site
design is synthesized by fitting the site design acceleration
response spectrum and the intensity envelope function.
During the calculation of the ground motion acceleration

time history, the number of fitting control points of the
target response spectrum is 67, the minimum period of the
control point is 0.04 s, and the maximum period is 10.0 s.
+e relative error of the iterative control of the fitted
spectrum and the target spectrum is controlled within 5%.
Seven ground motion acceleration time-history samples
with a duration of Td � 65 s are shown in Figure 7, where the
time interval is 0.02 s and the unit of ground motion ac-
celeration time history is m/s2.

+e explicit time-domain dimension-reduced iteration
method described in Section 3.1 is used to analyse the
structural responses of the seven seismic waves. +e average
of the seven seismic wave responses is taken as the final
output.

3.4.ComputationalAccuracyandEfficiency. Nonlinear time-
history analysis of the Niutianyang Bridge was conducted
using the explicit time-domain dimension-reduced iteration
method presented in Section 3.1. +e structural matricesM,
C, and K required in our method were extracted from the
baseline model of the bridge established on the ANSYS
software platform. To demonstrate the accuracy and effi-
ciency of the present approach, nonlinear time-history
analysis is also carried out using the finite element software
ANSYS. In the above two methods, the sample of longitu-
dinal seismic excitation, as shown in Figure 7(a), is taken to
be the input of ground motion.

+e longitudinal displacement at midspan of the main
girder is shown in Figure 8 and the longitudinal bending
moment at the bottom section of the main tower is shown in
Figure 9, respectively. It can be seen from Figures 8 and 9 that
the results of the present method are in good agreement with
those obtained with ANSYS, indicating the validity of the
explicit time-domain dimension-reduced iteration method.

For computational efficiency, the time required by the
present method is 47.0 s, whilst a total time of 2638.0 s is
needed when ANSYS is used for the nonlinear time-history
analysis. In fact, the elapsed time of our method includes two

X

Figure 4: Finite element model of Niutianyang Bridge by software ANSYS.
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Figure 5: Finite element model of Niutianyang Bridge by software MIDAS CIVIL.

Table 2: Niutianyang Bridge dynamic characteristics.

Mode ANSYS-FEM frequency (Hz) MIDAS CIVIL-FEM frequency (Hz) Mode shape description
1 0.101 0.101 Main beam longitudinal drift
2 0.216 0.215 Main beam lateral bending
3 0.329 0.328 Main beam lateral bending
4 0.337 0.336 Main beam vertical bending
5 0.350 0.349 Main tower longitudinal bending
6 0.572 0.570 Main beam vertical bending
7 0.612 0.610 Main tower lateral bending
8 0.629 0.627 Main tower lateral bending
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Figure 6: Mode shapes of Niutianyang Bridge. (a) Mode 1. (b) Mode 2. (c) Mode 3. (d) Mode 4.
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parts. �e �rst part, 44.3 s, is used to calculate the coe�cient
matrices in the explicit expressions of the dynamic re-
sponses, and the second part, 2.7 s, is spent on the

dimension-reduced calculation. Apparently, our method has
a much lower computational cost than the traditional
nonlinear time-history analysis method.
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Figure 7: Samples of acceleration time history.
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4. Optimal Selection of Longitudinal Seismic
Energy Dissipation Systems

4.1. Effects of Dynamic Characteristics ofMovable Supports on
Seismic Response. To investigate the contribution of the dy-
namic characteristics of the longitudinal spherical movable
steel supports to bridge energy dissipation for the semifloating
system cable-stayed bridge, three case considerations of the
supports’ dynamic characteristics were studied in the struc-
tural seismic response analysis. For case 1, the full bridge does
not consider the dynamic characteristics of the support and

the longitudinal direction is not constrained. Case 2 considers
the dynamic characteristics of the support at the main tower
and auxiliary pier. For case 3, the full bridge considers the
dynamic characteristics of the support. When the structural
dynamic analysis does not involve the dynamic stiffness of the
movable support, its stiffness and yield strength were con-
sidered to be zero.+emovable steel support was simulated by
the approximate ideal elastoplastic element. Figure 10 shows
the friction slip hysteresis model. Table 3 shows the dynamic
parameters of the single movable support. And, Table 4
compares the structural seismic longitudinal response results.

Table 4 shows that, in case 1, the full-bridge movable
supports do not consider the dynamic characteristics, in case
2, the main tower and auxiliary pier movable supports
consider the dynamic stiffness, and in case 3, the full-bridge
movable supports consider the dynamic stiffness; the lon-
gitudinal displacement of the critical sections decreases by
11.6%∼17.1% and 15.3%∼22.4%, respectively, the bending
moment at the bottom section of the main tower is reduced
by 5.3% and 7.0%, respectively, and the bending moment of
the auxiliary pier cap bottom is reduced by 32.7% and 32.9%,
respectively. Considering the dynamic characteristics of the
movable supports, the internal force and key node dis-
placement were greatly reduced.+erefore, for the structural
seismic dynamic response analysis, the dynamic charac-
teristics of the longitudinal spherical movable steel supports
should be considered to accurately reflect the structure’s
structural dynamic characteristics and seismic dynamic
response. +e analysis results of this paper consider the
dynamic characteristics of the full-bridge movable support.

4.2. Comparison and Selection of Longitudinal Seismic Energy
Dissipation Systems. To optimise and select the longitudinal
seismic energy dissipation system, four kinds of cable-stayed
bridge energy dissipation systems were studied for the
connection between the main tower and the main girder: a
longitudinal unconstrained system, an elastic cable system, a
viscous damper system, and a speed lock-up device system.
+e purpose of the comparative analysis was to determine
the influence of the four kinds of energy dissipation systems
on the structural static and dynamic responses.

+e unconstrained system adopts longitudinal movable
supports and considers their dynamic characteristics, and
other systems are superimposed on the basis of this system.
Dynamic parameters of the single longitudinal movable
support are shown in Table 3. +e elastic cable system is
provided with four strands of 100ϕ7 parallel wires under
each main tower, each elastic cable is 23.7m long, and the
elastic modulus is 2.05 × 105 MPa. +e viscous damper
system is provided with four viscous dampers under each
main tower. +e nonlinear damping force-velocity relation
for fluid viscous dampers can be analytically expressed as a
fractional velocity power law:

f(t) � sign(v)c|v|
α
, (7)

where f(t) denotes the damping force of the viscous
damper; sign(·) denotes the sign function; v denotes the
nodal relative velocity between damper ends; and c and α
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Figure 8: Longitudinal displacement at midspan of the main
girder.
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Figure 9: Longitudinal bending moment at the bottom section of
the main tower.
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denote the damping coefficient and the velocity exponent of
the viscous damper, respectively. Each damper’s damping
coefficient is c � 3500 kN·(m/s)− α, and its velocity exponent
α � 0.4.

+e speed lock-up device system is installed with four
sets under each main tower; the locking force model is
expressed by equation (7), and each speed lock-up device’s
damping coefficient is c � 4000 kN·(m/s)− α, and its velocity
exponent is α � 2.

Table 5 shows the structural response comparisons of the
four longitudinal seismic energy dissipation systems under
static action and seismic conditions.

Several observations can be made from Table 5. Static
action, the viscous damper system, and the speed lock-up
device system exert no constraint on the slow load of the
vehicle load and temperature, so the structural response
under static action is the same as that of the unconstrained
system. +e elastic cable system strengthens the connection
between the main tower and the main girder, and under the
vehicle’s load, the bending moment at the bottom section of
the main tower is reduced by 21.3% from the unconstrained

system. However, under the action of temperature, the
bending moment at the bottom section of the main tower is
85.2% higher than that of the unconstrained system.

With seismic excitations, the displacements at the end
section of the main girder of the four restraint systems are
sequentially reduced. Compared with the unconstrained
system, the displacements at the end section of the main
girder of the elastic cable system, the viscous damper system,
and the speed lock-up device system are reduced by 38.6%,
54.2%, and 80.5%, respectively. +e displacements at the end
section of the main girder of the unconstrained system reach
1.033m under seismic excitations, coupled with the ex-
pansion and contraction caused by temperature and other
actions, which will cause great difficulties in the design of the
beam expansion joint device. Compared with the viscous
damper system, the relative displacement of the main girder
between the main bridge and the approach bridge of the
unconstrained system, the elastic cable system, and the speed
lock-up device system increased by 315.0%, 50.3%, and 2.6%,
respectively, whilst the bending moment at the bottom
section of the main tower increased by 38.6%, 69.2%, and

F(δ)

K1 K1 K1

K2

K2

δ

Fy

Figure 10: Friction slip hysteresis model of the movable support.

Table 3: Dynamic parameters of the movable support.

Position Number of supports per pier Preyield stiffness K1 (kN/m) Postyield stiffness K2 (kN/m) Yield strength Fy (kN)

Transition pier 2 123750 1.2 247.5
Auxiliary pier 2 160500 1.6 321
Main tower 2 60000 0.6 120

Table 4: Structural seismic longitudinal response results of the three considerations.

Seismic response Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
Relative displacement of the main tower and main
girder (m) 1.151 0.994 0.942

Displacement at the top section of themain tower (m) 1.403 1.241 1.188
Displacement at the end section of the main
girder (m) 1.244 1.084 1.033

Relative displacement of the main girder between the
main bridge and the approach bridge (m) 0.936 0.776 0.726

Bending moment at the bottom section of the main
tower (MN·m) 6380.2 6044.7 5933.1

Bending moment at the bottom section of the
auxiliary pier (MN·m) 1023.2 688.2 686.6

Shock and Vibration 9



58.5%, respectively. +e viscous damper system has the
minimum relative displacement of the main girder between
the main bridge and the approach bridge, which can ef-
fectively avoid the harmful collisions that may occur at the
expansion joint device under seismic excitations, and it has
the smallest bending moment at the bottom section of the
main tower, which can significantly reduce the scale of the
main tower’s foundation.

+e unconstrained system has the largest displacement
response and should not be used. Compared with the un-
constrained system, the displacement reduction of the elastic
cable system is not obvious, but the seismic excitations are
concentrated on the main tower, which causes its bending
moment to show a greater increase. +e speed lock-up
device system can significantly reduce the displacement at
the end section of the main girder, but the bending moment
at the bottom section of the main tower increases greatly,
and both systems require a large main tower foundation and
are not suitable for adoption.+e viscous damper system can
significantly reduce the bending moment at the bottom
section of the main tower, the relative displacement of the
main girder between the main bridge and the approach
bridge is the smallest, the hysteretic energy consumption is
good, and the damping effect is remarkable, which is a
rational longitudinal seismic energy dissipation system. +e
bridge uses a viscous damper system.

4.3. Comparison and Selection of Viscous Damper Setting
Position. Four viscous damper setting schemes were
designed to investigate the influence of the viscous damper
setting position on the structure’s critical response under
seismic excitations. In scheme 1, four viscous dampers are
arranged under each main tower. In scheme 2, four viscous
dampers are arranged under each main tower and two for
each auxiliary pier. In scheme 3, four viscous dampers are
arranged under each main tower and two for each transi-
tional pier. In scheme 4, four viscous dampers are arranged

under each main tower, two for each auxiliary pier and two
for each transitional pier. Each damper’s damping coefficient
is c � 3500kN·(m/s)− α, and the velocity exponent is α � 0.4.
Table 6 shows the longitudinal structural response of the
four schemes’ viscous damper setting positions under
seismic excitations.

Several observations can be made from Table 6. Com-
pared with scheme 1, the displacement of the top section of
the main tower and the end section of the main girder in
schemes 2 and 3 is reduced by an average of 15.3% and that
in scheme 4 is reduced by 25.1%. +e relative displacement
of the main girder between the main bridge and the ap-
proach bridge is significantly reduced in scheme 2 through
scheme 4, reaching 65.5%, 50.0%, and 66.3%, respectively.
On the basis of the viscous damper setting at the main tower,
the addition of the viscous damper setting at the auxiliary
pier or the transitional pier can effectively reduce the dis-
placement of the structure’s critical section.

Compared with scheme 1, the bending moments at the
bottom section of the main tower in scheme 2 through
scheme 4 are reduced by 2.8%∼4.9%, the bendingmoment of
the auxiliary pier in schemes 2 and 4 is reduced by 23.1% and
22.6%, respectively, and the bending moments of the
transitional piers of schemes 3 and 4 are increased by 15.1%
and 15.9%, respectively. On the basis of the viscous damper
setting at the main tower, the addition of the viscous damper
setting at the auxiliary pier can reduce the critical section’s
internal force, whilst the addition of the viscous damper
setting at the transitional pier is unfavourable to the
foundation of the auxiliary pier and the transitional pier.

In schemes 2 to 4, the damping forces of the viscous
damper at the main tower, the auxiliary pier, and the
transitional pier are almost equivalent, the viscous damper
settings at the auxiliary pier and the transitional pier do not
reduce the tonnage of the main tower’s viscous damper, and
the tonnage of damping force for each damper is large.

Viscous dampers are expensive and difficult to maintain,
and its setting must consider the cost-effectiveness ratio. In

Table 5: Structural response of the four longitudinal seismic energy dissipation systems.

Longitudinal seismic energy dissipation system Longitudinal
unconstrained system

Elastic cable
system

Viscous damper
system

Speed lock-up
device system

Car + train

Displacement at the end section of the
main girder (m) 0.109 0.018 0.109 0.109

Bending moment at the bottom section
of the main tower (MN·m) 419.4 329.9 419.4 419.4

Temperature
action

Displacement at the end section of the
main girder (m) 0.243 0.240 0.243 0.243

Bending moment at the bottom section
of the main tower (MN·m) 275.0 509.4 275.0 275.0

Seismic
excitations

Displacement at the end section of the
main girder (m) 1.033 0.634 0.473 0.202

Relative displacement of the main
girder between the main bridge and the

approach bridge (m)
0.635 0.230 0.153 0.157

Bending moment at the bottom section
of the main tower (MN·m) 6070.3 7409.5 4379.1 6940.5

Temperature action includes a system temperature difference of 30°C, a bridge deck positive temperature difference of 14°C, a bridge deck negative
temperature difference of − 7°C, and a tower body temperature difference of 5°C.
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schemes 1 to 4, the damping cost-effectiveness ratio of the
unit number damper is 0.67 : 0.82 : 0.82 :1.00 in turn; scheme
1 has the lowest cost-effectiveness ratio and the highest
damping efficiency, followed by scheme 2, and scheme 4 has
the worst damping efficiency.

+e addition of a viscous damper to the auxiliary pier
and the transitional pier can reduce the critical section
displacement, but it is unfavourable to some critical internal
forces in the auxiliary pier and the transitional pier foun-
dation and increases the difficulty and cost of maintenance.
As far as the bridge is concerned, the damping effect of
scheme 1 has already met the design requirements, and in
consideration of the full life-cycle cost and cost-effectiveness
ratio, the bridge adopts scheme 1, in which viscous dampers
are positioned only at the main tower.

5. Parameter Optimisation of Viscous Damper

5.1. Selection of Viscous Damper Parameters. To reasonably
determine the value of the viscous damper parameters, for the
seismic excitations with an exceedance probability of 4% in
100 years, under different combinations of viscous damper
parameters, an explicit time-domain dimension-reduced it-
eration method is carried out for nonlinear time-history
analysis of the bridge. +e law between the viscous damper
parameters and the structure’s seismic response are studied.
Four viscous dampers are installed between the lower cross-
beam of the main tower and the bottom plate of the main
girder for each main tower, and a total of eight viscous
dampers are installed in the whole bridge, as illustrated in
Figure 11. Under the same working conditions, a uniform
damper damping coefficient cand velocity exponent α are
taken.+e damping coefficient c of the viscous damper ranges
from 1000 to 6000 kN·(m/s)− α in increments of
500 kN·(m/s)− α.+e velocity exponent α varies from 0.2 to 0.7
in increments of 0.1.+e number of analytical conditions is 66.

+e relationship between the viscous damper parameters
and the longitudinal displacement of the end section of the
main girder under seismic excitation is shown in Figure 12.

+e relationship between the viscous damper parameters
and the longitudinal displacement of the top section of the
main tower is shown in Figure 13. +e relationship between
the viscous damper parameters and the longitudinal bending
moment at the bottom section of the main tower is shown in
Figure 14. +e relationship between the viscous damper
parameters and the viscous damper seismic stroke is shown
in Figure 15.

Several observations can be made from Figures 12 and
13. Under the same damping coefficient c, the longitudinal
top section of themain tower and the end section of themain
girder increase slowly as the velocity exponent α increases.
Under the same velocity exponent α, the longitudinal top
section of the main tower and the end section of the main
girder decrease as the damping coefficient c increases; the
effect changes greatly, the attenuation is fast, and the lon-
gitudinal displacement is sensitive to the damping coefficient
c. When the damping coefficient c is greater than
5000 kN·(m/s)− α, the magnitude of the longitudinal dis-
placement of the girder end and the main tower top de-
creases with a limited increase in the damping coefficient.

Several other observations can be made from Figure 14.
When the damping coefficient c is less than
5000 kN·(m/s)− α, the longitudinal bending moment at the
bottom section of the main tower increases slowly as the
velocity exponent α increases. However, when the damping
coefficient c is 5000 kN·(m/s)− α or greater, the longitudinal
bending moment at the bottom section of the main tower
decreases slowly as the velocity exponent α increases and
then increases slowly. When the velocity exponent α is less
than 0.35, the longitudinal bending moment at the bottom
section of the main tower decreases as the damping co-
efficient c increases and then increases slowly; however,
when the velocity exponent α is 0.35 or greater, the longi-
tudinal bending moment at the bottom section of the main
tower decreases as the damping coefficient increases. When
the damping coefficient c is between 1000 kN·(m/s)− α and
3500 kN·(m/s)− α, the bending moment effect decays more
rapidly.

Table 6: Longitudinal structural response of the four schemes viscous damper setting positions.

Viscous damper setting position Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4
Displacement of the top section of the main
tower (m) 0.617 0.531 0.513 0.460

Displacement of the end section of the main
girder (m) 0.473 0.399 0.403 0.355

Relative displacement of the main girder between the
main bridge and the approach bridge (m) 0.153 0.053 0.077 0.052

Bending moment at the bottom section of the main
tower (MN·m) 4379.1 4254.7 4222.9 4165.1

Bending moment at the bottom section of the
auxiliary pier (MN·m) 664.9 511.0 668.9 514.8

Bending moment at the bottom section of the
transitional pier (MN·m) 586.2 589.3 677.3 679.2

Damping force of the damper at the main tower (kN) 3433.4 3385.7 3391.5 3375.6
Damping force of the damper at the auxiliary
pier (kN) — 3329.0 — 3304.8

Damping force of the damper at the transitional
pier (kN) — — 3116.9 3000.8
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Figure 15 shows that the viscous damper stroke de-
creases as the damping coefficient c increases and increases
slowly as the velocity exponent α increases. When the
damping coefficient c is greater than 5000, the damper stroke
reduction slows.

To reasonably control the basic scale of the main tower
and reduce the size of the expansion joint and the viscous
damper, the seismic isolation design prioritises the proper
control of the structure’s internal force response and sec-
ondly controls the structure’s critical displacement response
as much as possible and must also consider the full life-cycle
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Figure 11: Locations of viscous dampers between the main tower and main girder. (a) Planar graph. (b) Elevation graph.
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Figure 12: Longitudinal displacement of the end section of the
main girder.
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Figure 13: Longitudinal displacement of the top section of the
main tower.
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Figure 14: Longitudinal bending moment at the bottom section of
the main tower.
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Figure 15: Viscous damper seismic stroke.
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cost of the viscous damper. Comprehensive consideration of
Section 4.3 and this section shows that the reasonable ranges
for the bridge’s viscous damper parameters are a damping
coe�cient c� 3500∼5000 kN·(m/s)− α and a velocity expo-
nent α� 0.35∼0.5.

5.2. In�uence of Straddle-typeMonorail Tra�c Braking on the
Selection of Viscous Damper Parameters. With reference to
the normal railway train braking-force loading time course
[13], the braking force-loading time-history curve of the
straddle-type monorail train at an initial speed of 80 km/h is
shown in Figure 16, where w is the train’s self-weight; the
train deceleration varies from 0.0 to 0.1 g for a duration of
6 s; the maximum deceleration time is 18.81 s and the
braking deceleration peak value is 0.20 g. Considering a
combination of four damper parameters, the damping co-
e�cient is c� 1000 kN·(m/s)− α or c� 6000 kN·(m/s)− α and
the velocity exponent is α� 0.2 or α� 0.7. �e two-line
straddle-monorail train has the same direction and the same
position braking action and stops in the main span, which is
the most unfavourable situation for the bridge.

�e longitudinal deformation of the movable support at
the main tower is shown in Figure 17. And, the frictional
force of the movable support at the main tower is shown in
Figure 18, and the longitudinal bending moment at the
bottom section of the main tower is shown in Figure 19.

Several observations can be made from Figures 17 to 19.
During the straddle-type monorail train’s braking process,
the deformation of the movable support at the main tower
gradually increases. �e bridge is freely attenuated after the
train brake stops on the bridge. �e peak friction of the
movable support at the main tower decreases slowly as the
damping coe�cient c increases and increases as the velocity
exponent α increases. In the four-damper parameter com-
bination, the peak value of the friction of the movable
support is 102.1 kN, as shown in Figure 18, which is smaller
than the yielding force Fy � 120 kN in Table 2, and there is
no relative sliding of the movable support. �e deformation
of the movable support is the internal deformation of the
structural material. Relative sliding of the support does not
occur, which can also be explained from the static analysis.
�e straddle-type monorail tra�c adopts a two-line design;
the train load design axle weight is 140 kN and is grouped by
six vehicles, with a total weight of 6720 kN. When the peak
value of the deceleration of the twin-line train is 0.20 g, the
corresponding maximum total braking force is 1344 kN,
which is less than the yielding force of 2754 kN provided by
all supports of the main bridge in Table 3, and relative
slipping of the movable support will not occur.

�e peak value of the longitudinal bending moment of
the bottom section of the main tower slowly increases as the
damping coe�cient c increases and decreases as the velocity
exponent α increases. �e maximum value of the longitu-
dinal bending moment of the bottom section of the main
tower is 22,410 kN·m, as shown in Figure 19, which is much
smaller than the peak of the seismic excitations. �e
straddle-type monorail tra�c braking e�ect does not control
the structural design.

Due to the small total mass of the straddle monorail and
the low initial braking velocity, the static friction of the
straddle-type monorail-cum-road long-span cable-stayed
bridge support can resist the train’s braking force. During
the train’s braking process, no viscous damper is required to
participate in the work, and the parameters of the viscous
damper can be selected regardless of the train braking.

5.3. In�uence of Straddle-type Monorail Tra�c Running on
the Selection of Viscous Damper Parameters. Regardless of
running comfort and other issues, the moving load is used to
simulate the running process of the straddle-type monorail
tra�c, and the relationship between the bridge’s longitudinal
response and the viscous damper parameters is studied.
Consider a four-damper parameter combination; the
damping coe�cient is c� 1000 kN·(m/s)− α or
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Figure 17: Longitudinal deformation of the movable support.
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c � 6000 kN·(m/s)− α and the velocity exponent is α� 0.2 or
α� 0.7. +e train consists of one first vehicle + four standard
vehicles + one first vehicle, the standard vehicle length is
14.8m and the first vehicle length is 15.5m. In the analysis,
each vehicle’s axle load is represented by four concentrated
forces (4 × 140 kN). +e vehicle’s axle load is simplified into
a series of moving concentrated forces; the action position is
the actual action point of each wheel, and the concentration
force is equal to the wheel axle load. +e straddle-type

monorail traffic running speed is v � 80 km/h. +e simpli-
fied loading model of a straddle-type monorail traffic run-
ning cable-stayed bridge is shown in Figure 20. Each
concentrated force is numbered as pi according to the di-
rection in which the train travels. Assuming that the two-line
straddle-monorail traffic has the same direction and the
same speed running across the cable-stayed bridge, the first
concentrated force enters the bridge at the initial zero time,
the time of the i-th load entering the bridge can be expressed
as ti � li/v.

+e longitudinal displacement of the end section of the
main girder is shown in Figure 21, and the viscous damper
damping force is shown in Figure 22.

It can be seen from Figures 21 and 22 that the maximum
damper peak value is 3.8mm and the maximum damping
force peak value is 361.7 kN. +e peak value of the structural
response is small while the train is running, much smaller
than the peak value of seismic excitations, and the structural
design is not controlled by the running process of the
straddle-type monorail traffic. +e viscous damper is not
required to suppress the structure’s longitudinal vibration
while the straddle-type monorail traffic is running.

+e viscous damper is set for an earthquake with a low
probability of occurrence. During the train’s daily running,
the longitudinal velocity of the main girder is much lower
than that during a strong earthquake. +e seismic viscous
damper is also working, which makes the viscous damper
easy to wear; the viscous damper design is not required to
account for the low-speed conditions of the train’s daily
running. Because the longitudinal vibration velocity of the
main girder is low (1.4mm/s), while the train is running, and
the damping force decreases rapidly as the velocity exponent
α increases, the damping force is sensitive to the velocity
exponent α. +erefore, the velocity exponent α can take a
suitably large value to increase the viscous damper’s working
velocity to reduce the damper’s participation in the process
of the train crossing the bridge, thereby improving the
durability of the viscous damper. However, when the ve-
locity exponent α is large, the seismic efficiency of the
viscous damper will be affected. After comprehensive
consideration of the earthquake’s action, the trains’ running
action, and the life-time cost of viscous dampers, the bridge
viscous damper is designed with a damping coefficient
c � 4000 kN·(m/s)− α and a velocity exponent α� 0.4.

6. Conclusions

A longitudinal seismic energy dissipation system for
straddle-type monorail-cum-road long-span cable-stayed
bridge has been selected and optimised in this study.

(1) Compared with the unconstrained system, the elastic
cable system, and the speed lock-up device, the
viscous damper system can significantly reduce the
bending moment at the bottom section of the main
tower. +e relative displacement of the main girder
between the main bridge and the approach bridge is
the lowest, the hysteretic energy consumption is
good, and the damping effect is remarkable; thus, it is
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Figure 18: Frictional force of the movable support.
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an ideal longitudinal seismic energy dissipation
system for straddle-type monorail-cum-road long-
span cable-stayed bridges.

(2) +e damping efficiency of the unit number damper is
the highest with the viscous damper installed only at
the main tower, and the damper effect is the best
when the viscous damper is installed both at the
main tower and at the auxiliary pier, but the tran-
sitional pier is unfavourable when the viscous
damper is installed at the transitional pier.

(3) In general, the critical response of a straddle-type
monorail-cum-road long-span cable-stayed bridge
decreases as the damping coefficient increases and
increases slowly as the velocity exponent increases,
but the longitudinal bending moment at the bottom
section of the main tower does not change mono-
tonically with the damper parameters.

(4) Due to the small total mass of the straddle monorail
and the low initial braking velocity, the static friction

of the straddle-type monorail-cum-road long-span
cable-stayed bridge support can resist the train’s
braking force, and the parameters of the viscous
damper can be selected regardless of train braking.

(5) While straddle-type monorail traffic is running, the
viscous damper is not required to suppress the
structure’s longitudinal vibration, and it can take a
suitably large value of velocity exponent α to increase
the working velocity of the viscous damper to reduce
the damper’s participation in the process of the train
crossing the bridge, thereby improving the durability
of the viscous damper.
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Figure 20: Simplified loading model of a straddle-type monorail traffic running cable-stayed bridge.
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Figure 22: Viscous damper damping force.
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